
called the beginning of my motorcycle exploits, I promise to offer more of the same!
As it has been so much part of my thinking and planning for the past number of weeks, it was important that I

noted the exact time that I crossed into New Mexico – 17h35 EDT on Thursday, September 17th – 6 ½ days after I left
Thunder Bay – close to 2,800 km of wind-shearing, truck-dodging, road-kill avoiding, monkey-butt-making,
exhilarating, delightful and scenically spectacular experience. Having arrived at my advanced years, I have
experienced the crossing of both Canada and the United States probably a dozen times. Due, perhaps to the monotony
of the single position one has to assume on a bike (and, therefore, the eventual monkey-butt it produces) or more
likely because one is riding through the world rather than passing it by, the landscape tends to absorb as much of my
attention as do the rigours of the road. Re-visiting places and scenes of my younger years in the Dakotas also added
the dimension of history to the experience.

I come from a generation where imagination was your greatest ally in play. The theatre of the mind created,
embellished and shared as much colour, fantasy and challenging times as any mindless Play Station does today. And
in my pre star-wars generation the fantasy was always about cowboys and the range. So biking through the magical
high rolling plains of South Dakota was like history in 3-D. You remember the real history that took place here and the
magnificent horse culture of the plains Sioux, you then remember the last time you were there on the plains and what
that felt like and what memories it brought back and then you remember that you are doing it again – voila – 3D
history in the making.

For those who love wide-open spaces and slowly rolling hills that stretch to the horizon and then some, there is
little to compare to this part of the continent. It is quintessentially western – or it matches the stereo-type of what that
is. The land undulates and gives way here and there to ravines and coulees and its deer-like colour produces hundreds
of variations of that one hue. There was one stretch of such majestic scenery from Fort Pierre to the interstate – some
80 km where there was not a single vehicle in either direction. The road and I were the only interlopers – and the road
made me it’s king.

Kansas, Nebraska and West Texas – now there is a horse of a very different colour. US 83 seems to demarcate so
much topography, and once you approach the Nebraska border, one descends gradually into a landscape that has
fewer remarkable characteristics to it, save what becomes the dominant one which is its flatness. Whether adorned
with miles and miles of corn or cattle or feedlots, the land is as flat as stale beer and almost as little as that to
recommend it. This is country you traverse by thinking, singing and anticipating the next town or stopover. But if the
landscape tends to be less than mesmerizing, the skyscapes more than make up for it. You can almost make out the
curvature of the earth and the combination of white clouds, a deep light-blue and seemingly endless firmament, more
than make up for the tedium. But as you approach New Mexico, you notice the landscape beginning to reassume more
character, with sage grass and endless miles of gentling rolling grazing and wild grass lands.

I’ve been able to camp most of the way here, enjoying State Parks where the nights have been September-chilly but
still bearable. Last might I was in Ute State Park in NM. Many walks, morning doves and Beethoven on the mp3 leave
little to be desired save that I wish my honey were with me! The sun was setting over Ute Lake in spectacular fashion,
there were perhaps four other people in the park and I’ve learned that if you leave the finished Yoghurt cup at the end
of the table, the flies adorn it rather than bothering you.

Stay tuned next month as Peter moves on to Roswell of UFO fame and the 4 other communities that he planned to
visit during his sojourn there. He’ll eventually get around to telling you why he is doing this trip too.

water-board some time ago, but hey – thankfully –
it’s not my country and I’d just be called “socialistic”.
I sometimes wonder if all this vitriol over the health
care debate is a vicarious distraction and simply
masks a much deeper and darker hatred for a
president whose skin pigmentation does not match
their own.
But, I digress.

Anyway, having resisted the temptation to be
rude, I just geared up, got back on Molly, plugged in
The Eagles “In the Long Run” and got on the road
and all that BS, theirs and mine, wafted away as
quickly as the scent of road kill.

Today it is on to Kansas. It looks like sunny
weather, little wind, no road construction and
winding hills – the road to getting there beckons.
Having taxed your patience with a book-length
chapter on what may have been presumptuously


